
We-Go-RoundTM





This patent pending next-generation  

merry-go-round offers plenty of space for more 

kids of all abilities. Strategic seating areas leave 

ample room for wheelchairs, including those 

without a wheel-locking mechanism. Once aboard, 

everyone faces the center so they can easily share 

smiles, laughter and conversation while in orbit.

Under rooftop shade, riders can participate in  

the action using the center handhold while others 

are turning from the outside. Of course, our built-

in resistance mechanism maintains a reasonable 

maximum speed, ensuring all spins on the  

We-Go-RoundTM remain within the fun zone.

Share a Spin on the We-Go-Round™
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We-Go-Round
Minimum area required:  
20' 10" (6,35 m) diameter
Maximum fall height:  
40" (1,02 m)
• Fully wheelchair accessible
•  Choice of two or three benches
• Direct bury
•  #248819 with perforated  

side panels
•  #249558 with DigiFuse®  

side panels

Also available in HDG
The cool aesthetics of Hot Dip 
Galvanized (HDG) steel offer a 
fresh look for your playground 
and extra protection in harsh  
coastal environments.
•  #251036 with perforated  

side panels
•  #251037 with DigiFuse  

side panels
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DigiFuse®
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Optional DigiFuse®  

side panels provide 

theming opportunities.

Choose from a variety 

of predesigned  

DigiFuse themes  

or create your own 

custom DigiFuse panels.
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Our Materials Matter

Hot Dip Galvanized  
(HDG) Steel

The Hot Dip Galvanized  
distinctive zinc patina  
eventually takes on a matte 
gray appearance, blending in 
well with the styles of many 
different play environments—
urban, sculptural, modern, 
industrial and more. Also,  
if you happen to live in a  
coastal area, this durable  
finish provides an extra level 
of protection against the 
harsh elements.

ProShield® Finish 

Specifically designed to 
withstand the demands of 
extreme heat, harsh climates, 
moisture and UV exposure, 
ProShield finish combines  
a specially formulated  
primer with a high-quality,  
architectural-grade, Super- 
Durable, TGIC polyester  
powdercoat. 100% lead free.

Polyethylene  

The heavy-duty rotationally 
molded polyethylene material 
ensures strength and  
durability while resisting 
cracking, fading and peeling.

Permalene® 

Strong, 3/4"-thick Permalene 
panels look like new year after 
year. The distinctive black 
core is the result of combining 
and recycling colored plastic.

GripX  

GripX is a UV-stabilized HDPE 
(high-density polyethylene), 
marine-grade material.  
Specially designed slip- 
resistant texture enhances 
traction and appearance. 
Easy to clean and endures 
harsh climate conditions.

DigiFuse® Graphics  

DigiFuse provides vivid, 
full-color, photo-realistic 
graphics by fusing images 
onto metal panels using a 
proprietary process. The 
result is engaging graphical 
elements for the optimal 
combination of beauty,  
durability and play value.
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Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground equipment  
in the world. Our employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that encourage kids of all ages 

and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and empathy through play. We push the  
limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no limit to what they can do today and in the future.  

For a better tomorrow, we play today.
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